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As it is well known, for common soils, the SPT
provides reliable informaDons for foundaDon
design purposes. However for structured soils
like, very soJ clays, saproliDc and lateriDc soils,
SPT results are not reliable.
Torque measurements in these tests, Décourt
and Quaresma Filho (1991; 1994), and
the concept of equivalent N, Neq (Décourt,
1991; 2002), allowed a much beWer
understanding of the behavior of soJ clays and
saproliDc soils.
However, for lateriDc soils, no test, up to
now, allows correct evaluaDon of their
behavior.

Figure 1 – Average values of NSPT

Table I - Average NSPT values

The energy eﬀecDvely transferred to the rods,
the so called Enthru Energy, was measured. On
average, this energy corresponds to an eﬃciency
of about 44%.
In order to apply to Santa Cruz de la Sierra soils,
methods developed elsewhere, it is absolutely
fundamental, that the eﬃciency of the Bolivian
SPT, be well known.
For the soils of the TSBSP, torque, T,
values, measured in kgf.m (N.m x 10-1) are, on
average, 1.2 Dmes the Brazilian NSPT, N72, with an
eﬃciency of 72%.

EBEST = 60 x 0.769 = 46.14%

EBEST ≈ 48.4%

Figure 3 - CorrelaDon between Neq and NSPT, Fig. 5 – CorrelaDons of N60xNSPTimposing that
imposing that the straight line passes through the straight line passes through the origin
the origin

Another possibility is to compare qc (CPT) values
with NSPT.
Considering depths up to 17.85m, the raDo of
the average values of qc and of the average
value of NSPT, is:
qc / NSPT = 4.375/10.400= 0.42
And for the Brazilian SPT, Ei = 72%, Velloso and
Lopes (1996) proposed:
qc/N72≈ 0.6 EBEST=0,42 / 0,6 x 72= 50,4%

Besides, as already menDoned on this report, the
sampler had a provision for the use of liners,
which, however, have never been used. This
could yield to apparent eﬃciencies higher than
the measured ones.
With basis on all these observaDons, it appears
reasonable to assume for the SPTs carried out at
B.E.S.T., an apparent average eﬃciency of 48%.
So, in order to convert the measured NSPT values
to N60, the ﬁeld values should be divided by a
factor equal 1.25.

Another important consideraDon regards ﬁne
sands below the water table.
For ﬁne sands, below the water table, the
inﬂuence of pore pressure generaDon also
eﬀects NSPT values. According to Terzaghi and
Peck (1948; 1996), for saturated, very dense,
ﬁne sands, the measured N values should be
reduced, as follows:
Ncorr = 15 + 1/2 (NSPT – 15)

The eﬃciency of the SPTs considered in Terzaghi and Peck
analysis was not known.
However, most likely, they were in the range of 45%
- 50%, approximately, the same range of values
determined for B.E.S.T. tests.
For dense sands, NSPT≥ 15, the void raDos were assumed to
be lower than those corresponding to the CriDcal State,
and the tendency was the soil to dilate, with generaDon of
negaDve pore pressures. As a consequence, the measured
NSPT values might be unrealisDcally high. For NSPT values
lower than 15, the opposite happens.
In ﬁgures 6 and 7, the raDo of corrected values of NSPT,
Ncorr, divided by NSPT are presented, as a funcDon of NSPT.
The correcDon proposed by these authors had been
extended for NSPT values lower than 15, which was not
their intenDon.

Ei≈45-50%

Ei≈72%

Fig. 6 – Corrections to measured NSPTvalues, Fig. 7 – Corrections to measured NSPTvalues,
in fine sands below the water level (Ei≈45-50%) in fine sands below the water level (Ei≈72%)

In some cases, like the menDoned in Décourt
(1986) these unrealisDc low NSPT values were the
most likely explanaDon for the fact that the
capaciDes of displacement piles, computed using
Décourt and Quaresma method (1978; 1982)
were much lower than those provided by loading
tests. Once the low NSPT values were corrected as
suggested in ﬁgure 7, the diﬀerences between
predicted and measured capaciDes become
negligible.

